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Learning to count while reading our book will be fun and educational for children using brilliant, imaginary
illustrations and vibrant colors...Bringing Murphy the Magnificent Moose and his Amazing Animal Friends to
life!! Murphy and His Friends Learn to Count from 1 to 10 is a visually stimulating children’s book that
encourages development of number sense, letter identification, the colors, and your child’s imagination. This
book uses stunning illustrations, gorgeous colors, and realistic animal characters that encourage your child to
have fun while learning to read and count. Using the letters of the alphabet, with corresponding animals,
objects and numerical amounts, will help your child with the learning process. Research has shown that
children learn best with repetition. Learning to read and count can be challenging for some children so let
Murphy and his Friends help your child learn to count from one to ten!! The younger child will love looking at
the colors and identifying the animals in the pictures, and as your child gets older they will love naming the
colors, numbers, letters and animals. Whether reading this book out loud to your child or helping them to read
this book by themselves, fostering independent early reading skills; this book is for you and your child. Even
very young children enjoy a discussion about what they are looking at or reading, and their favorite question is
“Why?” Why is Oscar the Octopus Ornery…because he has only one Orb? What can Murphy the Magnificent
Moose see with his two Magnifying Glasses? Why is Julie a Jaunty Jackrabbit, what does that mean? How
many Jagged Jewels does Julie have? Why does Ella the Elegant Elephant cuddle eight Eggs? Why is Sandy a
Sneaky Snake? Why is Trevor the Tiger so tired if he drank 10 cups of tea? It’s easy to use our visually
stimulating illustrations and crafty animal figures to generate talking-points with children as young as 18
months old! Murphy the Magnificent Moose and his Animal Friends is a series of children’s books designed
to encourage development of those early learning skills with concepts such as numbers, letters, counting,
colors, one-to-one correspondence, and the alphabet while using brilliant imagery and vibrant color
combinations. Practicing these skills with your child will prepare them for a life-long love of learning. Murphy
the Magnificent Moose and his Amazing Animal Friends are excited to help your child read while learning to
count from one to ten!! Watch for the next two books, Murphy the Magnificent Moose and his Amazing

Animal Friends come to life in…Murphy and His Friends Learn the Colors, and Murphy and His Friends
Learn the ABCs!!

